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What is Biopython?

• Collection of modules for biological computation in Python
• Sequence handling and motifs, parsers, database queries,

protein structures, phylogenetics, tool wrappers and more.

• Started in 1999, first release in 2000

• Open source and freely available (Biopython license)

• https://biopython.org and @Biopython on Twitter

https://biopython.org


38 named contributors in last year,
16 newcomers with star!

• Alona
Levy-Jurgenson*

• Andrey Raspopov*

• Antony Lee

• Ariel Aptekmann

• Benjamin Rowell*

• Bernhard Thiel

• Brandon Invergo

• Catherine Lesuisse

• Chris Rands

• Darcy Mason*

• Deepak Khatri*

• Devang Thakkar*

• Gert Hulselmans

• Ivan Antonov*

• Jared Andrews

• Jens Thomas*

• Jeremy LaBarage*

• Juraj Szász*

• Kai Blin

• Konstantin
Vdovkin*

• Lenna Peterson

• Manuel Nuno Melo*

• Mark Amery

• Markus Piotrowski

• Maximilian Greil

• Micky Yun Chan*

• Nick Negretti*

• Peter Cock

• Peter Kerpedjiev

• Ralf Stephan

• Rob Miller

• Rona Costello*

• Sergio Valqui

• Spencer Bliven

• Victor Lin

• Wibowo ’Bow’
Arindrarto

• Yi Hsiao*

• Zheng Ruan



Recent releases

• Biopython 1.73 (April 2019)
• Added Python 3.7 support

• Biopython 1.74 (July 2019)
• Finally have full API ”docstring” coverage,

special mention to recent contributor Sergio Valqui

• Most code changes to:
• API documentation
• Python coding style

• No consensus on adopting black Python formatting style

• Dual licensing...

https://www.open-bio.org/2018/12/18/biopython-1-73-released/
https://www.open-bio.org/2019/07/16/biopython-1-74-released/


Biopython’s Open Source License

• Open Source Initiative https://opensource.org/ maintains
a list of approved open source licenses

• Biopython’s license is not (quite) on that list

• We’re gradually dual-licensing under 3-clause BSD license

• Requires checking each file to confirm all contributors agree

• Biopython 1.70 (July 2017), about 2% of main code done

• Biopython 1.72 (June 2018), about 30% of main code done

• Biopython 1.74 (July 2019), just over 50% of main code done

https://opensource.org/


Documentation

• Documentation on our main website
• Originally MediaWiki
• Converted to Markdown using GitHub Pages

• Tutorial and Cookbook
• Written in LATEXfor PDF and HTML

• API documentation (Python “docstrings” in the code)
• Had been turned into HTML using epydoc
• Standardised on reStructuredText (RST)
• Now using Sphinx apidoc



Documentation - biopython.org



Documentation - API via epydoc (old)



Documentation - API via Sphinx apidoc



In progress: Tutorial & API via Sphinx?



Documentation - Automation

• Website - automatic publishing on GitHub pages

• Tutorial & cookbook - manual step for each release

• Running epydoc was manual step for each release
• Running Sphinx apidoc under TravisCI

• Deploying Sphinx apidoc via GitHub Pages
• Automatic destination based on version, e.g.

• https://biopython.org/docs/1.74/api/
• https://biopython.org/docs/dev/api/

• Next steps
• Fine tune Sphinx apidoc presentation
• Better match Sphinx and website themes
• Automate Tutorial & Cookbook build and deploy

https://biopython.org/docs/1.74/api/
https://biopython.org/docs/dev/api/


Release builds - Automation

• Build pre-compiled wheels on AppVeyor & TravisCI
• Following NumPy community in using the multibuild system,

developed by Matthew Brett and the MacPython project.
https://github.com/matthew-brett/multibuild

https://github.com/biopython/biopython-wheels

• Uploaded to Python Package Index (PyPI)

• Recommend pip install biopython

• Thanks to conda-forge, can do conda install biopython

https://github.com/matthew-brett/multibuild
https://github.com/biopython/biopython-wheels


Python Versions - Testing Automation

• Currently test on Python 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7

• About to drop Python 3.4 and add Python 3.8

• Clear end of life for Python 2 support in 2020,
we’ve pledged on http://python3statement.org/

• Also support and test on PyPy

• Support for Jython deprecated

http://python3statement.org/


On going and planned work

• Further simplify release & documentation builds

• Improving compliance with PEP8 and PEP257 style guidelines

• Start working towards numpydoc style for docstrings?

• Improving code test coverage
https://codecov.io/github/biopython/biopython/

• Removing/simplifying legacy Alphabet objects

• Dropping Python 2 support in early 2020 (see above)

• Other contributor driven efforts

https://codecov.io/github/biopython/biopython/


Changes to help Community Building

• Already use:
• GitHub Issue templates (helps bug reporting)
• GitHub Pull Request templates (to help with expectations)
• Easy Fix tag on some issues, intended for new contributors
• CONTRIBUTING file highlighting coding conventions etc
• CODEOWNERS file to help assign code reviews

• Discussing an OBF-wide Code of Conduct

• What else should we be doing?
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